DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16L: Climb on heading 165° and SEA VORTAC R-161 to cross NICHY at or above 3000, then left turn on heading 071° for RADAR vectors to assigned route, thence.

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 16C/R: Climb on heading 161° and SEA VORTAC R-161 to cross NICHY at or above 3000, then left turn on heading 071° for RADAR vectors to assigned route, thence.

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34L: Climb on heading 347° and SEA VORTAC R-341 to cross NEZUG at or above 4000, then right turn on heading 071° for RADAR vectors to assigned route, thence.

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34C: Climb on heading 344° and SEA VORTAC R-341 to cross NEZUG at or above 4000, then right turn on heading 071° for RADAR vectors to assigned route, thence.

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34R: Climb on heading 341° and SEA VORTAC R-341 to cross NEZUG at or above 4000, then right turn on heading 071° for RADAR vectors to assigned route, thence.

. . . . . Maintain ATC assigned altitude, expect altitude/flight level 15 NM from SEA VORTAC.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: If no contact with ATC leaving 4000’, proceed direct to assigned route, thence.

SEA VORTAC, then proceed on course.